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ARTIOLE IV. 

THE PROVINCE OF IMAGINATION IN SACERD ORATORY.' 

BT _T. IOII&PII JlA:nDf, D.D., PItOJ!'DIIOJt Dr OBlOA.GO TIIIIOLOGIOAL 

urU'ITllTIOIr. 

TIlE specific nature and object of this Association seem 
to prescribe a theme having reference to oratory, and spe
cially to the oratory of the pulpit. I propose to discuss, 
then, the True Prooince of Imagi'TUdion in Sacred Oratory, 
whether, and bow far, this faculty may be of use to the 
preacher. 

As the word, however, is used of la.te with considerable 
latitude, it may be well first to define what I mean by imag
ination. 

1 understand, then, by this term, not the mere power 
which the mind possesses of forming images of absent ma
terial objects, which is, in reolity, only memory in one of its 
forms, but rather the faculty of the ideal- the power of 
conceiving and representing under sensible forms the purely 
ideal. It is that which makes the difference between tbe 
copyist and the creator. It is that which lies at the founda
tion of all true art, whose legitimate office it is to carry us 
beyond the merely phenomenal, and place us in the presence 
of the real, the truly beautiful. It is that which in the well
known words of the poet: 

"bodiElll fbrth 
The form or things unknown.· 

"To imagine, in this high and true sense of the word," says 
Fleming, " is to realize the ideal, to make intelligible truths 
descend into the forms of sensible nature, to represent the 
invisible by the visible, the infinite by the finite. In this 
view of it, imagina.tion may be regarded as the differerd;i,a, 

I All Addrell deliftred bdm! die Rhetorical Bocie&y or &be CbiCll(lO Theo-
1aplU8emiDar:Y at iUl AnniftnU'1 in April 1865. 
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of man, - the distinctive mark which separates him, a grege 
mutorum. That the inferior animals have memory, and 
what has been called passive imagination, is proved by the 
fact that they dream - and that in this state the sensuous 
impressions made on them during their waking hours are 
reproduced. But they have no trace of that higher faculty 
and function which transcends the sphere of sense, and which 
out of elements supplied by things seen and temporal can 
create new objects, the contemplation of which lifts us to the 
infinite and the unseen, and gives us thoughts which wander 
through eternity." 1 

How far, now, is this faculty of the ideal admissible and 
of use in the pulpit? Such is the question before us - a 
question, I need not say, of practical importance to one en
tering the sacred ministry. 

At the first glance one would say, the case is too plain to 
admit of hesitation. The faculties of the mind are all of use, 
and were intended by their Creator to be used; nor is there 
one among them which is not needed by the orator in the 
exercise of his art. The fact that among the instruments 
with which nat-ure has furnished the mind we find this fa.o.. 
ulty, is in itself an argument in its favor; and unless reason 
can be shown to the contrary, it is fair to presume that it is 
legitimately at the service of the pulpit orator. 

There are, however, those who would debar this faculty 
entirely from the pulpit as unworthy of the sacred office. It 
is the preacher's business, they tell us, to deal with facts, and 
not with fancies; with realities, and not with fictions and 
figments of the brain. They would rule out the ideal, there
fore, as wholly at variance with the real. 

This however is, I need hardly say, entirely a false view 
of the nature of the ideal. The ideal and the real are not 
opposites - are not neeessru:ily at variance. The two are, on 
the contrary, in their highest range, one and the same. The 
material, the sensible, the tangible, are not the only realities, 
are not the highest and chief est truths. There are facts, the 

1 Vocabulary of PbilOlOphy. 
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grandest and most important, that lie beyond the range of 
1I8Il8e. The whole realm of the spiritual, the very realm 
with which the prea.cher has to do, is in its very nature 
invisible, intangible, ideal, but none the less real. The 
philO8Ophy unfortunately becoming prevalent of late, which 
comprises only the phenomenal, and ignores a cause; which 
recoguizes only fixed and inexorable laws, and knows noth
ing of a lawgiver; to which nothing is a reality but the 
sensible and material universe and its fQroes, - this surely is 
not the philO8Ophy of the Ohristian religion. Ohristianity 
rocognizes and bas to do With something beyond and above 
fle merely phenomenal and material- with the invisible and 
the spiritual. It deals with facts and realitiea; but its facts 
and realities are of this higher sort. To reject tbe ideal, 
then, as necessarily at variance with the real, is strangely to 
ignore the true nature, not of the ideal only, but of Christian
ity itself, and to shut out the latter from its highest and most 
legitimate sphere. The preacher bas to do with realities; 
but 80 long as those realities pertain to the realm of the ideal 
and spiritual, and not to the realm of sense, the faculty of 
the ideal may well be of service to him in conceiving and 
presenting those realities. He has to do witb facts; but it 
may well be that the clear apprehension and proper state
ment of those facts will call into requisition the faculty of 
ideal representation. It requires a certain degree of imag
ination to be able to state correctly the simplest historic fact, 
much more those. great and peculiar facts which Christianity 
reveals. 

It is objected to the use of the imagination in pulpit ora
tory, that it tends to an absurd and fanciftd style, a redund
ancy of figures of speech, and the like serious defects. It is 
not, however, I suspect, to the imaginative faculty, but rather 
to the abuse, or even it may be to the entire absence and 
neglect, of that faculty, that these defects are really to be 
ascribed. A lively imagination, under the control and 
guidance of a correct taste, would be the surest preventive 
often of these very faults. It is not imagination, but the 
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want of imagination, that leads to the absurd mingling of 
metaphor that sometimes occurs in public Speaking; as when, 
for example, a certain legislative orator, not long since, spoke 
of the wheels of government as blocked byllAotrkB, which, like 
the locusts of Egypt, settled on every green thing. The 
imagination never perpetrates such blunders. That much 
abused faculty, had it existed to the extent of a grain of 
mustard-seed in that man, would forever have kept him from 
aU such absurdity. 

The orator is essentially an artist. His, the highest of aU 
arts - the art of persuasion; and the highest of all oratory is 
that of the pulpit, as dealing with themes the most profound, 
and interests the most momentous. It were strange, surely, 
if this artist were denied the most potent instrument of his 
art, and of all art; if this orator were debarred the use of 
that which is, in all other cases, ell8eDtial to the highest and 
most effective oratory. For in oratory, as in aU art, it is 
mainly the ideal element that imparts the peculiar eharm, 
nameless and indescribable, which· distinguishes the produc
tions of true genius. 

Without discussing further the rigbt of the pulpit orator 
to avail himself of this faculty, I proceed to mention certain 
specific advantages to be derived from its proper and legiti
mate use. 

And first it is obvious that tAe higAer and bolder jltg'/ItB qf 
fYI'OlIJry are largely due to the faculty of the ideal. When in 
the full tide and tumult of excited feeling the orator, carried 
away by the impulse of the moment and the force of the 
argument, leaps at a bound over the limits of time and place, 
and summons the absent and the invisible, and even calls up 
the dead, to bear witness to his words, we have an illustration 
of the true power and province of imagination in oratory . 
.An instance of this occurs in the Oratioll on the Crown, 
where Demosthenes suddenly appeals, in confirmation of what 
he is saying, to the illustrious dead who n\shed into danger 
at Marathon, and those who stood side by side at Platea. 
Hard1yless sublime than this apostrophe of the great Athe-
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nian orator is the passage in whioh the apostle to the 
Gentiles, having named many persons illustrious for faith, by 
a bold and striking figure gathers these ancient heroes from 
the past &8 spectators of the present- a cloud of spiritual 
forms hovering over the raee-course where the Ohristian 
I'UDS for the prize of his high calling: "Seeing then that 
1e are encompassed with 80 great a cloud of t.OitneBses." 
Bolder and more sublime than either is the remarkable pas
sage in which Isaiah describes the descent of the monarch of 
Babylon to the realms of Sheol. From their shadowy thrones 
the kings and nations of antiquity rise to receive the coming 
stranger: "Hell from beneath is moved for thee to meet 
thee at thy coming; it stirreth up the dead for thee, even all 
the chief ones of the earth; it hath raised up from their 
thrones all the kings of the nations." 

I can hardly forbear to add, from the oratory of the pres
ent day, a further illustration of the use and power of the 

. imagination in the bolder fligbts of eloquence. When over 
the ruins of Fort Sumter the old historic flag was raised 
again, the orator,l inspired by the sublimity of the occasion, 
and conscious that he was uttering the sentiments of the 
nation, after charging upon the ambitious political leaders 
of the South the whole guilt of this war, thus proceeds to 
arraign them' for retribution: "A day will come when God 
will reveal justice, and arraign at his bar these mighty mis
creants, and then every orphan that their bloody war has 
made, and every widow that sits sorrowing, and every maimed 
and wounded sufferer, and every burdened heart in all the 
wide regions of this land, will rise up and come before the 
Lord, to lay upon these chief culprits of modern history their 
awful witness, and from a thousand battle-fields shall rise up 
armies of airy witnesses, who with the memory of their awful 
sufferings shall confront these miscreants with shrieks of 
fierce accusation, and every pale and starved prisoner shall 
raise his skinny hand in judgment. Blood shall call out for 
vengeance, and tears shall flow for justice, and grief shall 

I BeurJ Wild Beeeher, m 1861. 
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silently beckon, the heart smitten shall wail for justice, good 
men and angels will ory out: How long, 0 Lord, how long wilt 
thou not avenge Y And then these guiltiest and most re
morseless traitors, these high and cultured men with might 
and wisdom used for the destruction of their country, these 
most accursed and detested of all criminals, that have 
drenched a continent in needless blood, and moved the 
foundations of their times with hideous crimes and cruelty, 
caught up in blaclt clouds full of voices of vengeance and 
lurid with punishment, shall be whirled aloft and plunged 
downward forever and ever in an endless retribution, while 
God shall say: Thus shall it be with all who betray their 
country; and all in heaven and upon earth will say, Amen." 

Thus to summon at the bar of divine justice the authors 
of this great crime, and there to confront them with all those 
whom their cruel ambition has made desolate, and with the 
dead from a thousand battl~fields, while it is one of the 
boldest flights of oratory, is also a striking instance of the 
power of the ideal. 

2. The orator is dependent on the imagination for fAe 
ptYWe1" of deatr and vivid description of ahBent ob,jects. This 
power is of great service to the orator. It enables him by 
the skilful touch of the artist to make his hearers, to all in .. 
tents, spectators of events however remote, and scenes however 
distant, as at the waving of some magician's wand they 
start into liCe before us, and stand out with the distinctnesa 
of reality before our eyes. This is in no srball degree the 
secret of effective oratory, and the hiding of its power. The 
tame and common-place speaker tells us that the thing oc
curred thus and thus; that the murderer entered by a dark 
passage, ascended the stairs, entered the chamber, dispatched 
his victim, and made his escape, passing down such a street; 
all which may be very true, but scarcely more impressiv~ 
than to be told that the diameter of the earth's orbit is so 
many thousand miles. The true orator, by a few skilful 
touches, brings the whole scene before us - the victim, the 
approach of danger, the entranoe, the blow, the escape of the 
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usassin. Under the handling of a Webster we do not so 
much hear or read, as 866, these things transpiring before our 
own eyes. It is the imagination which enables the orator 
thus to seize upon the details, and impart reality to the 
pietme. 

.A. fine illustration of this occurs in the sermon of Horace 
Bushnell on Unconscious Influence, in which he has occasion 
to depict the effects which would follow the withdrawal of 
light; from the earth. "Many," he tells 11S, "will be ready to 
think that light is a very tame and feeble instrument, be
cause it is noiseless. .An earthquake, for example, is to them 
a much more vigoroUs and effective agency. Hear how it 
comes thundering through the solid foundations of nature. 
It racks a whole continent. The noblest works of man,
cities, monuments, and temples, are in a moment lovelled to 
the ground, or swallowed down the opening gulfs of fire. 
Little do they think that the light of every morning, the soft 
and genial and silent light, is an agent many times more 
powerful. But let the light of the morning cease, and return 
no more; let the hour of morning come and bring with it no 
dawn; the outcries of a horror-stricken world fill the air, and 
make, as it were, the darkness audible; the beasts go wild 
and frantic at the loss of the sun; the 'Vegetable growths 
tum pala and die, and chill creeps on, and frosty winds be
sin to howl across the freezing earth; colder and yet colder 
.is the night; the vital blood at length of all creatures stopa 
congealed; down goes the frost toward the earth's centre ; 
t1le heart of the sea is frozen; nay, the earthquakes are 
themselves frozen in under their fiery caverns. The very 
globe itself, too, and all the fellew planets that have lost their 
SUD, are become mere balls of ice, swinging silent in the 
darkness." A mind less imaginative would never bave con
ceived the idea of depicting tbe effect of continued darkness, 
or if it had attempted anything of the kind, would bave been 
content with the general statement, that the earth would ~ 
come uncomfortable to the inhabitants, and everything would 
freeze. 
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8. The imagination is of service to the orator by contrib
uting to the clear and/orci1ile statement of truth. It imparts 
definiteness of conception, and sharpness of outline to his own 
mental views, and what he thus sharply and definitely app~ 
hends he is able the more clearly and forcibly to present to 
his hearers. Truths and arguments thus presented stand 
out in bold relief, and with stereoscopic distinctness on the 
field of vision, not mere flat surfaces, but with length, 
breadth, and thickness of their own, each casting a shadow. 

This effect is produced sometimes by the suggestion of the 
most apt word or forcible expression. Much depends often 
on the choice of a single word. In a sermon on the Conceal
ment of Sin, South speaks of the great and flourishing con
dition of some of the fhpping sinners of the world, and of the 
remorseless rage of conscience. Alluding to the fact that 
justice is represented as blind, he tells us that "therefore it 
finds out the sinner not with its eyes, but with its hands
not by seeing, but by striking." 

Sometimes the effect is produced by a bold and startling 
metaphor, giving vividness and intensity to the expression, 
as a sudden flash in a dark night brings out the most distant 
objects, and lights up the whole horizon. Thus the same 
preacher speaks of the sinner's conscience as "hitting him 
in the teeth "; of the devil "spreading his wing" over the 
sinner, so as to keep him quiet in sin, and prevent his taking 
the alarm; of the covetous man as "greedier than the sea, 
and barrener than the shore"; of the perjured shop-keeper 
"who sits retailing away heaven and salvation for pence and 
half-pence, and seldom vends any commodity but he sells his 
soul with it, like brown paper, into the bargain." 1 The terri
ble earnestness and force of these expressions startle us. The 
sentences of such a writer are, like Ezekiel's vision, self-mov
ing, and full of eyes round about. We pick our way among 
them cautiously, as past the cages of wild beasts in a men
agerie, that glare at us as we go by, and seem ready to spring 
from behind their iron bars. The effect of a lively imagina-

l Sermon on CoTetoulnIlllo 
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tion in giving intensity and vividness to the conceptions 
and utterances of the" preacher is well illustrated in the de
acription which Dr. Bushnell gives of the human passions, in 
the discourse on The Dignity of Human Nature shown from 
its Ruins: " Here, within the soul's gloomy chamber, the loos
ened. passions rage and chafe, impatient of their law; here 
huddle on the wild and desultory thoughts; here the imag
ination crowds in shapes of glory and disgust, tokens both, 
and mockeries of its own creative power, no longer in the 
keeping of reason; here sits remorse, scowling and biting 
her chain; here creep out the fears, a meagre and pale mul
titude ; here drives on the will in his chariot of war; here lie 
trampled the great aspirations, groaning in immortal thirst; 
here the blasted affections, weeping out their life in silent in
jury; all that you see without in the wars, revenges, and 
crazed religions of the world is faithfully represented in the 
appalling disorders of your own spirit." 

How vividly is a simple truth presented under the follow
ing clear, and w:ell-sustained metaphor. "TJiey [the revolu
tionary movements of society] mark revolutions of the wheel 
of progress. In the dim and distant past the strokes of that 
.. heel are heard only at vast intervals. Like the leap of 
Hesiod's horses of the gods, while making one bound, awful 
ages have past away. So of the car of social progress; the 
.. heel strokes at first fall" on the ear, solemn and slow, over 
the vast and twilight profound. But quickening with time, 
they grow more and more rapid as they approach, till at 
length they become undistinguishable, and sweep by us with 
the continuous rush of the steam-ear, hurrying, storm-like, to 
its goal." 1 

One hundred years ago, along the aisles and arches of the 
venerable abbey where are gathered the ashes of England's 
most illustrious dead, and where from the walls look down 
the busts and statues of her statesmen, her warriors, her 
poets, a clear, sharp voice rang out, in tones which must 
have fallen with startling effect upon the courtly audience, 

1 Addreu of Dr. :P0l~ or St. Louia on Natiolllll Begeneration. 
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the following sentences: ".And therefore for a man to ntn 
headlong into the bottomless pit, while the eye of a seeing 
conscience assures him that it is bottomless and open, and all 
return from it desperate and impossible; while his ruin 
stares him in the face, and the sword of vengeance points 
directly at his heart, still to press on to the embraces of his 
sin, is a problem un resolvable upon any other ground, but 
that sin infatuates before it destroys. For Judas to receive 
and swallow the sop when his master gave it him seasoned 
with those terrible words, 'It had been good for that man if 
he had never been born,' surely this argued a furious appe
tite and a strong stomach, that could thus catch at a morsel 
with the fire and brimstone all :flaming about it, and, as it 
were, digest death itself, and ma.ke a meal upon perdition."l 

It is not, however, solely by the intensity and energy which 
it imparts to his conceptions that imagination contributes to . 
the effectiveness of the orator. Quite as much is due, per
haps, to the purity of style and elevation of sentiment which 
it tends to produce. There is no one quality more favorable 
to clearness and purity of style, to that crystalline transpar
ency that sets a thought in a frame-work of light, and makes 
it stand forth in its beauty like a star in the clear azure, than 
the faculty of the ideal. It has been said of Plato that his 
words must have grown into their places, so spontaneous do 
they seem, and so fitting. A recent English reviewer pro
nounces Milton's speech of Belial, in the d.ebate of the fallen 
angels in Pandemonium, the greatest classical triumph, the 
highest achievement of the pure style, in English literature. 

Of Shelley the same critic remarks that the rhythm of 
some modulating air seems to move his words into their 
places without an effort of the poet, and almost without his 
knowledge; while in the language of Wordsworth. on the 
other hand, we detect something of the taint of labor and of 
duty. As to elevation of sentiment, we all know how much 
it is in the power of a just and apt illustration to dignify, 
wbile it adorns, the subject treated, and thus to elevate the 

1 Sermon by South, on the Practice of Religion enforced by Reuon. 
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mind of tlle hearer. A happy instance of this occurs in the 
oration of Webster on the completion of the Bunker Hill 
)(onument, when by a simile at once apt and elegant he 
likens the character of Washington to the grand and solid 
shaft that sIood betOl'& him: " his publio principles as firm as 
the earth on which it.stands; his personal motives as pure as 
the serene heaven in which its summit is lost." When 
speaking of the motives that led to the peopling ot New Eng
land, the same orator says of the May Flower: "Like the 
dove from the uk, she had put forth only to find rest." 
" The stars which guided her were the unobsonred constella
tiona of civil and religious liberty. Her deck was the altar of 
the living God. Fervent prayers on bended knees mingled 
morning and evening with the voices of the ocean and the 
sighing of the wind in her shrouds." Wi1.h what beauty and 
clignity do these simple images invest the theme. 

When South tells us that the words of Jeremiah in the 
Jamantions are like the noise of a breaking heart, and when 
he compares an ungrateful heart that is unmoved by acts of 
kindness, to a rock whioh, beaten continuously by the waves, 
still throws them back iJXto the bosom of the sea that sent 
them, but is not at all moved by any of them, we know not 
whether the force or the beauty of the comparison is the 
more to be admired.. 

It may perhaps be thought that, while the imagination 
contributes somewhat to the vividness and force of the more 
ernate and rhetorical POrtiODS of discourse, the more solid, 
IUldespecially the argumentative, portions derive their power 
from a different source. Yet, even in close and solid reason
mg, the faculty of the ideal is not, I suspect, wholly without 
its U88. An illustration, or an apt and striking metaphor, 
that shall embody and project an abstract truth or a general. 
principle into conorete reality, is often the most effective form 
of argument, as every orator well knows. How forcibly is 
the essential incompatibility of liberty with slavery, and tlle 
folly of seeking to combine them in one and the same system 

. of social order, set forth by one of our own most gifted minds 
VOL. XXIV. No. 93. l' 
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in the following metaphor: "We have thought to incorpo
rate in our social and civil order, with eternal rights, human 
and divine, a vast wrong, most ,audaciously and flagrantly 
violative of both. We have thought to do this - to bind up 
the torch and magazine together; and that with the self-con
sciousness of the nineteenth century burning and kindling 
upon it. The explosion has filled land and seas with our 
ruin. And now, in the work of reconstruction, shall we take 
up the blazing timbers and attempt to rebuild them into the 
national structure? I( so, we but labor in the very fire
we challenge fate. We build conflagration, explosion, ruin, 
into our architecture. Slavery - the sighs from her v~ 
prison-house of past ages following her like a tempest - now 
stands before us, the confessed enemy of our national life, 
reaching hands for readmittance across the gulf of publio 
ruin, and over the graves of half a generation. Shall we 
clasp those hands again, reeking with the blood of a million 
of our countrymen? A. mighty army of melancholy heroio 
shadows forbid." 1 

Nothing contributes more to force of reasoning, especially 
in the detection of fallacies and exposing of absurdities and 
sophisms, than that sharpness of the intellectual powers 
which we call wit, and which again closely borders on the 
ideal. An example of this we have in that solid reasoner, 
John Howe, driest of learned divines, who gives us in his 
"Living Temple" a specimen of satirical writing, hardly 
equalled for keenness and unrelenting sarcasm by anytlling 
in the English language. Scarcely more pitiless is Voltaire, or 
Oarlysle, those terrible satirists. I refer to his discussion of 
the atomic theory of the soul, " which is said to be composed 
of very well-polished, the smoothest and the roundest, atoms; 
and which are of the neatest fashion, and every way, you 
must suppose, the hest conditione!! the whole country could 
afford." " A.nd now because it is not to be tllOught that all 
atoms are rational, for then the stump of a tree or a bundle 
of straw might serve to make a soul of, for aught we know, 

1 Dr. POI& on National Jle&eDeration. 
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as good as the best," the question is raised by what prop
erties an atom shall be entitled to this privilege of being 
rational. Having ascertained that it is only those which are 
extremely minute that can be admitted to this honor, he 
proceeds to lament the misfortune of those which prove to 
be too large: "Here sure, the fate is very hard of those that 
come nearest the size, but only by a very little too much 
corpulency happen to be excluded as unworthy to be counted 
among the rational atoms." The question is then raised, 
" whether if an atom were perfectly round, and so very ra,. 
tional, but by an unexpected misadventure it comes to have 
lOme little corner somewhere clapped on, it be hereby quite 
spoiled of its rationality! And whether, again, one that 
comes somewhat near that figure, only it hath lOme little 
protnberances upon it, might not by a little fileing, or the 
friendly rubs of other atoms, become rational?" 

Supposing now, a sufficient number of these little atoms 
bronght together to constitute a soul, our merciless logician 
is exercised to know the modUlI operand' of their proceediug 
- how, being so light and so round, they continue to hold 
together and keep their places ~ solemn council; how, being 
80 much alike, the mathematical atoms can be distinguished 
from the moral; how, since the particles are so constantly 
changing, it happens that any man should even continue of 
the same opinion with himself for a quarter of an hour to
gether; and finally, how the mere motion of these atoms 
constitutes thought. "They can frisk about and By to and 
fro, and interfere among themselves, and hit, and jostle, and 
tumble over one another, and that will contribute a great 
deal." 1 0 merciless reasoner! Is it not enough to van
quish the enemy and put him to route, without pursuing him 
all around the horizon in such a ridiculous plight? And, &8 

if that were not enough, must you deliberately bind the slain 
foe to your chariot, and drag it, as Achilles did the dead body 
of Hector, nine times around the walls! 

4. I have spoken of the imagination &8 aiding the orator 

1 Living Temple, pan i. chap. tiL 
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by imparting clearness B.Ild definiteness of conception, and 
thus contributing to the clear and forcible statement of truth. 
But further than this, it is needed, if I mistake not, in order 
to the rigllt apprehension qf mam:g qf tAe hiAJ1wTt and '1Wblat 
tMma. Whatever appeals to the imagination can be rightly 
comprehended only by the imagination, as what addresses 
the reason and judgment can be appreciated ooly by those 
faculties. The Bible has much that is addressed to the plain 
common sense of man, and it requires common sense to un
derstand these things. It has much tbat is addressed to the 
reasoning power, and some degree of the power of reasoning 
is requisite for the comprehension of that. It has much also 
that is addressed to the imagination, and these things a mind 
destitute of imagination, or in which that power is but feebly 
developed, can never rightly apprehend. There are some 
things in revelation, as there are some things in nature, and 
some in art, which reveal themselves in their true meaning 
and power only to the ideal faculty. It takes a poet or an 
artist to catch the true significance and feel the full power 
of some things. Niagara appeals to the seuse of the sub
lime and the beautiful in the soul. A mind in which that 
sense is wanting, or but imperfectly possessed, cannot under
stand the scene. The statistician comes with his facts and 
figures, the logician with his syllogisms, the mathematician 
with his di.a.gra.ms and logarithms, the mere man of science, 
with his chemical analysis, and his fossil remains; and what 
do all these know or comprehend of the wonderful scene? 
As little, very likely, as the donkeys that carry them. If 
their heads are full of their own figures and syllogisms and 
fossils, if they are mere statisticians, mathematicians, logi
cians, chemists, and not poets as well, there is to them very 
little meaning or power in the wonderful vision. It reveals 
nothing. They have seen only a waterfall, have heard only 
a noise. There are lofty and glowing passages in the sacred 
scriptures, the full power and majesty of which are never 
perceived by any mind that is not itself highly endowed with 
the power of the ideal. There are themes of sacred oratory, 
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which no man can properly touch whose soul is not itself 
elevated, and in a sell8e inspired, by this superior power. 

There are some minds that Nature hu formed as dry as 
summer dust - unpoetio, pragmatic; to whom a cowslip on 
the rit'er's brim, a yellow cowslip is, -and nothing more. 
Devont minds, tLey may be, and eminently so; learned even, 
for learning dwelleth ofttimes in dry, and desert places; but 
hard and stiff and angular and bonlY, and of cuticle thicker 
than the rhinoceros; with little perception of the beantiful 
in nature or art, and lightly esteeming the little they do per
ceive. Such minds have their sphere. In the stern confiicta 
of opinion, in the controversies of the time, in the elaboration 
and defence of dogmas, in the laboratories and dusky mines, 
where heavy blows are to be stmck, they are in place and at 
home. But in the wide realm of the imagination, the serene 
firmament of the ideal, they are wholly out of place and 
utterly lost. To such minds no emall part, not of nature 
merely, but of revelation, must of necessity be essentially a 
sealed book. They lack that fine perception and quick sense 
of the beautiful which would fit them to be true interpreters, 
whetber in the realm of nature or of the spiritual. We 
comprehend only that to whioh there is something respon
dent in our own natnre ; and the greater the correspondenoe 
the fuller the sympathy and appreciation. It takes a Goethe 
to understand a Goethe; it takes a Caesar to do justice to a 
Caesar; Napoleon m is by position, and career, and charac
ter, better fitted to write the lifo of Caesar, than Guizot, or 
Thiars. To view a mountain rightly you must be yourself 
among the mountains, and not' on the plain. One gets the 
true idea of Mont Blanc, not from the Vale of Chamonni, but 
on the summit of tbe Tete Noir, or the Col De Baume. To 
comprehend the full majesty of the J ungfrau you must take 
your station on the Great Scheideck. 

It has been felt as a serious defect in many of our biblical 
interpreters that they lack the ideal element. Profoundly 
versed in tbe minutiae of verbal and grammatical science, 
they seem profoundly.insensible of anything higher, and fail 
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to comprehend the majesty and beauty of the loftiest 8trai~8 
of David, and Isaiah, and John. They interpret the song of 
Miriam at the Red Sea, the psalm of Moses, or that grandest 
of all dramatio poems, the Apocalypse of John, with 88 

little feeling, &8 little appreciation of the real beauty and 
majesty of the work, &8 if they were expoonding the genea
logical tables commencing with the names Adam, Seth, Enos. 
I would by no means be understood &8 depreciating the sci
ence of biblical criticism. Precision and science are neces
sary in the commentator; but SO, also, is some degree of 
sool. Napoleon placed the leading mathematician of France 
at the head of an important boreau in his government, but 
was disappointed in the resUlt. He found him, &8 he ex
pressed it, always dealing with the infinitely little. It can 
hardly be denied that the tendency of modern biblical criti
cism is to minuteneu of detail, often to the loss of the Bpirit 
and breadth and power of the argument or the passage &8 & 

whole. We must have precision and philological acumen; 
but we must bave something more. We must have gram
matical science, but let it keep its place. When Isaiah sits 
down at the grand organ, and its notes come rolling through 
the centuries, we care not to pause in the midst of some 
triumphant antbem, to discuss the propriety of a dagesh
forte; and when the great artist unrolls the mysterious can
vas of the future, and describes the New Jerusalem coming 
down from God. out of heaven, there is something of more 
importance to be considered, just then, than the accent of an 
iota, or the necessity of a paulo-post future. 

For tbis reason we should prefer the comments of & Goethe, 
a Milton, a Burns, on some passages of scripture, to those of 
a De Wette, or a Meyer; Sir Walter Scott might hit the sense, 
we doubt not, in some cases, where his namesake miasea it; 
Tennyson, and Bryant, and Whittier might tell us some things 
that Robinson, Ellicott, and Alford have failed to see. It 
~ the rare charm of that accomplished biblical scholar, the 
late Bela B. Edwards, that his soul was in sympathy with 
the beauty and IUJesty of the inspired. word. He sat at the 
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feet of the old prophets and singers of Israel, as the young 
artist at the feet of Michael Angelo. Nor was this the least 
excellence of the noble Stuart, that prince of biblical schol
ars. To peruse with him the pages of inspiration was like 
wandering with Ohurch among the Andes, or with Ruskin 
among the stones of Venice. 

What bas been said of the In"blical interpreter may with 
perhaps equal truth be affirmed of the theologian. Som&
thing of the ideal faculty is needed, something of the creative 
power, aowetbing of the quick sense Qf the fit, the harmoni. 
ous, the symmetrical, in order to adjust the truth in its right 
proportions, and grasp in thought the completeness and 
grandeur of the Ohristian system. For lack of this there is 
80methiBg defective about many of our systems of theology. 
They are one-sided, disjointed, inharmonious; or they are 
narrow and incomplete. They fasten l1J)On some one truth 
in some one of its many aspects, and make it stand for the 
whole; as if a fly, alighting on some one of the ten thousand 
pinnacles of the Milan cathedral, should say: This then is 
die celebrated temple - this marble statue on which I stand, 
though I do not see that there is anything so very wonderful 
about it; it looks to me very much like the figure of a man. 
Poor fly, so it does; but if you could only see the temple 
RJfI 

or all theologians Oalvin is perhaps the least imaginative. 
Dwelling on the shores of that most beautiful of lakes, b&
neath tlae shadows of the Jura, and in full view of the snowy 
mmmit of Mont Blanc, neither the grandeur nor the beauty 
of nature seems to have touched any corresponding chord in 
his bosom. We find in his pages no allusions to external 
nature, no -illustrations borrowed from the magnificent scenes 
around him. With Luther it is quite otherwise. He has a 
poet's heart in his bosom, and, with a poet's sensitive nature 
and quick eye for the beautiful, responds at once to what. 
ever is fitted to awaken aesthetic emotion. The system of 
the former stands like the rocky cliftS of Sinai in the desert, 
grand in outline, and stable in its eternal foundations, but 
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frowning and sterile. That of the latter, while not less lofty 
and profound, is clothed with verdure and vocal with songs. 

The complete theologian would be one who should unite 
in himself many and various qualities. He must be many 
men in one -logician, metaphysician, psychologist, linguist, 
student oflaw, student of natural science, student of history, 
student of men and manners; these he must be, and, not least 
of all, there mm,t be in him something of that ideal power 
which inspires the poet and the artist, and which elevates the 
mind to its highest and purest quality of action. Augustine, 
with that beautiful simplicity which characterizes his Con
fessions, makes peniteut admission of the fact that· in his 
youthful day:'! he found more delight in the Aeneid of Virgil, 
than in the multiplication table; a sin, if it be one, in which, 
I doubt not, many of us have participated. " , One and one, 
two'; ,two and tw.o, four'; this was to me a hateful sing
song; 'the wooden borse lined with armed men,' and' the 
burning of Troy, and Creusa's shade and sad similitude,' 
were the choice spectacle of my vanity." But had it heen 
otherwise with the boy, we should have missed something 
that now charms us in the man; something of that mingled 
strength and grace, those bold and fervid utterances, those 
life-like delineations which command the listening ear of 
centuries, and which are due in no small degree to the exi8~ 
ence and acth'ity of the ideal faculty in that remarkable 
mind. He was not the worse, but the better theologian in 
his maturer years, for that poetic sensibility which led him, 
when a boy, to weep over the sad story of the Carthagenian 
queen. 

I have mentioned certain respects in wbich imagination 
may be of semce to the preacher. "If I mistake not, these 
considerations derive additional force from the cAarader qf 
the pt'e8ent time. Our religion, as was said at the outset, 
deals largely "ith tbe invisible and intangible. It looks not 
cbiefiy at the things that are seen and temporal; its grand 
realities lie beyond the horizon of the present; it walks by 
faith, not by sight. It belongs to the spiritual, and not to 
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the material ud the sensible. But the tendency of the 
times is strongly to the opposite of this; men believe in what 
they see and handle, and little else; ours is an intensely 
practical age. We belong to the indicative mode and present 
tense of things; we are struggling for liberty and just law, 
fighting for national existence, digging for gold. The pr"OO
lem with us is to live; the actual present fills our thoughts, 
and the material world is all the world we know or have any 
evidence of. In theory and in practice, in philosopby and 
science, and in the actual conduct of liCe, we are fast drifting 
to materialism. 

The great question to be settled, the great hattle to be 
fought by the Christian church and ministry for the next 
half-century, is not whether this or that particular dogma of 
our ancient faith is defensible, this or that particular state
ment of Moses, or some other sacred writer is reliable, but 
have we a revelation, and have we a God? Is there any
thing beyond Nature, and her eternal irrevocable laws? "It 
is not the scepticism of Colenso, or even of Henan, that is to 
give us the most serious trouble, but the scepticism, more 
insidious and more formidable, because more in harmony 
with the tendencies of the age, the scepticism of Com~, and 
Spencer, and Lewes, and Mill, in philosophy, and of men 
among the very cbiefest in natural science. The battle is 
between the natural and the supernatlU"al, the material and 
the spiritual. 

He who, in an age so practical and material, is to present 
to men for their acceptance and belief truths so spiritual, a 
religion of faith and not of sense, the religion of the futlU"e, 
and the supernatural, has need to arm himself not only with 
the weapons of reason and a sound philosophy, but also to 
call to his aid that power by which he shall be able to seize 
the invisible and the spiritual, and make them stand forth 
as realities to the awakened perceptions of his hearers. .A. 
bold and fervid imagination is needful for this. Plati~udes 

and abstractions will not do. The powers of the world to 
come must take form and shape; the hand-writing of im-
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pending doom. 1I1ut 00JII8 (),llt upon the w:tJI; v.isible to the 
dullest eye. 

Bere la1 in no 8III8ll. degree the eeore$ of Payaon's peculiar 
power as a preacher; the definiteness ... d. realit.y. which _ 
"rivid imagination iJnparied. to whatever truth he would 
present, and die &kong light in which i$ enabled him to 
place the realiae& of the invisible IIld spiritual w.orld before 
lUa hearers. Tba most effective pulpit 0l'M01'8 of the preaeU 
day are, almost without exceptiolL, men largely gifted with 
"power. 

But why refer to other examples, when the. cJiacounea of· 
him who spoke as BeVer man spake. afiOrd the richest illua
uaaoa of our theme' How full of im&gina.tion those die, 
COUI'8e8; how rich and varied the imagery; hill very 1POldB 
are pictures; he speaks to tbe eye of $be hearer; he utters 
tile. most profo1lD.d tmtllB, but, clothed in the tOrms of sensi
ble repreeentation, ihe1 become, like liimaelf, iDcarnat.e. He 
teaches not 80 much by argumem 18 by metaphor and illIUI
h'atiion. m. eerDlOll8 are parables; and, a parable is a little 
poem. If called upon to specify the one diBtiactive feat.ul'e 
of our Saviour's disoourses, I Bhould D&lDe ~a- the predom
iDaoce of the ideal element. When he would inculcate the 
1seeon of reliance on DiviDe Providence, he reminds us of the 
lilies whioh toil not, neither do they spin; and of the apar
lOWS that alight not without our Heayemy Father's notice. 
When he would teach us of how little moment are the _ 
tiD.c&ions of earthly rank ud conditi.on, he slaows us the rich 
man in his palace, Uld the beggar lying. at the gate; thea. 
preaently that beggar in Abmham'a bosom, Uld that rich 
man. oalling in vain for a drop of water to cool his tongue. 
When he would teach us to be doe1'8 of the word, and not 
hearers oo1y, he builds a house upon the sand, and the raiu 
de8cend, the winds blow, Uld the floods beat upon that hOWl8, 
md it falls, and greai is the fiill. of it. In his vivid presenta
tion the future su1lering of the ungodly takes shape &lid 
realization under the figure of the worm that dieth DOt, mel 
tile file &bat is not quenched. To e.xpre8I dae leaaon of 
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~ coD8eCl'a'tion he does not. say, IIIJ diaeiplea m_ 
Inllke JJl'I senice. pu::BIIlOunt to aU oiber oonaideratione, lnI.. 
be that cometh after me, awl ,.,.., Dot father and mother. 
.. d Iiater and brother, yea,. a.nd. his ow:n.1i& alIo, CUUlot be 
m, disciple. So Yiv.id and UDI8. becoma aven *. :ID08t 
abRrac6 and univenal tratha whan brought UDder the bum
iDg glaal of hie· femd ;maginatioJl. It touehetb. the JD01Dl. 

taiBa, and they BIDOke. 
He who in tIrl8 mast pragmatic, ua.believing age, ,..uld 

88iJJe ihe truths of the invisible and spiritual wodd, all. 
make them Btlad forth as realities to the apprebeDlion of men, 
bas need in no small dep-ee of tbil· same fae1alty which ~ 
acteriles 80 :reJDRbblJ the disooones of the Great Teacher; 
and which imparts to them at onoe 80 much of beaufi1 ... 
of power. 

What was said of the theologian is even more true of the 
preacher, who is the theologian in the pulpit; he has need 
to be many men in oue. He has occasion for qualities and 
powers the most diverse; 'e· must diacard no one of the fac
ulties which God and nature have given him; he needs them 
all. Least of all, perhaps, can he aftbrd to dispense with 
that of which I have been speaking. He must draw his 
illnstratioDs from. all aurrounding objects, and each pusing 
event must be made tributary to his purpG8lt. From nature, 
from art, from soienoe, from the living world as it BUrps 
around him, from the heavens above, and from the ~ 
beneath, and from the waters under the earih, mlllt he II8iJIa! 
and press into hie senioe whatever can illlllUaie, whatever! 
oan enforce or adorn. As the fabled Orphewt, by: the aweeil 
touches of· his lyre, eIrew the wild be_ of the fOftlt, 8Dd. 

• 8.V8D inanimate objects, around him at his pJ.eaaqre, 80 must; 
the.cbriBtian orator, by the power of his imagina.tion., be. able. 
~ commam:l the-~ ~d the aenioe·o( tbinp 8.Ilimat8" 
u.d jPMjmatet visible and in.visible, in the OIlward march and.: 
prosre&8 of his thought. Not rooks and trees and wild beaat& 
alone, but angelic and spiritual forms ml18t aom&. at his ~ 
- beiDga thM " walk ihe earth unll88Jl. both ",Ilea we &wUa. 
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and when we Bleep." .AJJ the prophet of Israel touched ·the 
eyes of his servant; and showed him the mountains round 
about him. filled with angelic warriors and chariots of fire, so 
must he who speaks for God to this unbeliev;i.ng world be 
able to draw aside at times the thin veil that bides the invis
ible, and show his astonished hearers the dread realities that 
lie so near to every one of us. As in the contest of Greek 
and Trojan story, over the embattled hosts upon the plain, 
the gods themselves were fighting for and against the mortal 
cOmbatants below, so must the dull worshipper of mammon 
and of sense, as he comes to the house of God, be made to 
see that the very air above him. and around bim is full of 
armed warriors in fierce contest over a prostrate soul, - and 
that soul AiB 0f.0ft I 

, ~ 

AR.TIOLE V. 

THE TOPOGRAPHY OF JERUSALEM. 

BT BT. IAJnJBL WOLCOTT, D.D., OLBnLAlO), 01110. 

lB a former ~cle (Vol. xxiii. pp. 684-695) we reviewed 
the. theory of the Topography of Jerusalem propounded by 
James Fergusson, F.R.S., an eminent British architect, and 
published in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, and gave some 
reasons for dissenting from it. After the Article had been 
printed, we met for the first time with a pamphlet of seventy 
pages, published by Mr. Fergusson subsequent to his Article. 
in the Dictionary, entitled, "Notes on the Site of the Holy 
Sepulchre at Jerusalem, in answer to the Edinburgh ~ 
view." In our previous Article, written with a desire to 
compress the argument, in reply to the points brought for
ward in the Dictionary, into a brief compass, with as little 
of a controversial aspect as possible, we find that we passed 
over some points which did not seem to us essential to a 
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